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Abstract

Halophilic proteins have greater abundance of acidic over basic and very low bulky hydrophobic residues. Classical
electrostatic stabilization was suggested as the key determinant for halophilic adaptation of protein. However, contribution
of specific electrostatic interactions (i.e. salt-bridges) to overall stability of halophilic proteins is yet to be understood. To
understand this, we use Adaptive-Poison-Boltzmann-Solver Methods along with our home-built automation to workout net
as well as associated component energy terms such as desolvation energy, bridge energy and background energy for 275
salt-bridges from 20 extremely halophilic proteins. We then perform extensive statistical analysis on general and energetic
attributes on these salt-bridges. On average, 8 salt-bridges per 150 residues protein were observed which is almost twice
than earlier report. Overall contributions of salt-bridges are 23.0 kcal mol21. Majority (78%) of salt-bridges in our dataset
are stable and conserved in nature. Although, average contributions of component energy terms are equal, their individual
details vary greatly from one another indicating their sensitivity to local micro-environment. Notably, 35% of salt-bridges in
our database are buried and stable. Greater desolvation penalty of these buried salt-bridges are counteracted by stable
network salt-bridges apart from favorable equal contributions of bridge and background terms. Recruitment of extensive
network salt-bridges (46%) with a net contribution of 25.0 kcal mol21 per salt-bridge, seems to be a halophilic design
wherein favorable average contribution of background term (210 kcal mol21) exceeds than that of bridge term
(27 kcal mol21). Interiors of proteins from halophiles are seen to possess relatively higher abundance of charge and polar
side chains than that of mesophiles which seems to be satisfied by cooperative network salt-bridges. Overall, our theoretical
analyses provide insight into halophilic signature in its specific electrostatic interactions which we hope would help in
protein engineering and bioinformatics studies.
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Introduction

The family halobactereaceae or halophiles are archaea that

thrive in natural habitat of saturated brine [1] and pH optima in

neutral range. Intracellular salt concentration is similar to that in

the environment outside the cell. Thus, the entire protein

machinery of halophiles is dependent on high salt concentration

for function and stability [2,3]. In general, high concentration of

salt is detrimental to mesophilic proteins. It enhances aggregation

and collapse of 3D structure of proteins. It also interferes with

electrostatic interactions due to charge screening and reduces

natural hydration of proteins [1]. In contrast to its mesophilic

counterpart, halophilic proteins maintain structural and functional

integrity only in saturated salt solution, withdrawal of which causes

gradual loss of tertiary structure. At low salt condition such

unfolding is caused both by non-specific electrostatic and

hydrophobic destabilization [1,4,5].

How then halophilic proteins remain stable in high salt

environment? Genome, proteome-wide analyses as well as studies

on specific halophilic proteins showed a number of compositional

biases in their sequences. In general, higher abundance of acidic

over basic residues, low content of bulky hydrophobic residues

over less bulky ones in sequences of halophilic proteins are

observed [1,6–10]. In 3D structures, majority of these acidic

residues are found specifically positioning on the surface of

proteins which were proposed to facilitate excess protein hydration

thereby making the surface less hydrophobic, more flexible and

thus help to overcome deleterious effect of salt by promoting non-

specific electrostatic interactions with salts in solution [10,11].

Detailed studies on malate dehydrogenase from Haloarcula

marismortui confirmed interactions among surface acidic residues

with hydrated salt ions which were argued to prevent aggregation

[12] and also help to achieve functional state of protein. Similarly

clusters of acidic residues are observed on the surface of atomic

structure of dihydrofolate reductase, proliferating cell nuclear

antigen (PCNA) from Haloferax volcanii [13,14] and glucose

dehydrogenase from H. mediterranei [15]. Further, reduction of

hydrophobic surface is achieved by another novel strategy by

making surface of these proteins deficit of lysine residue [7,9,15].

Physical Chemistry and native state of halophilic proteins are

made by conventional weak interactions of which non-specific

classical electrostatic interactions have received the major focus

[1,13,16,17]. Salt and pH dependent spectroscopic studies on

halophilic ferredoxin from Halobacterium salinarum showed high salt

not only contribute to classical electrostatic stability but also play

role in solvent mediated stabilization [18]. It has been argued that
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classical electrostatic stability is saturated at a salt concentration of

,0.1M and thus high salt (4M) is needed for maintaining

hydrophobic interactions [1,18]. Crystal structure analyses of

Malate dehydrogenase from Haloarcula marismortui [19] showed

greater number of salt-bridges than its mesophilic counterpart

which enhanced enzyme stability at high salt concentrations. In

pH dependent urea induced kinetic studies of the native state of

ferredoxin from Halobacterium salinarum showed optimal kinetic

stability at neutral pH which becomes unstable at either acidic or

alkaline pH indicated presence of stabilizing salt-bridge in this

protein [20].

Computational studies based on PBE, a pioneer theoretical

analysis was carried out on crystal structure of ferredoxin and

malate dehydrogenase from Haloarcula maismortu for understanding

contribution of salt and pH on classical electrostatic stability.

Further, in comparative analyses of halophilic and non-halophilic

proteins, it has been demonstrated that the former gain stability

with increment of salt concentration or decrease of pH in low salt

[21].

Ion-pair or salt-bridge is one major contributor for the stability

of proteins in general [22,23]. It is more so in case of proteins

adapted in extreme of environment such as at high salt or

temperature [19,20,24,25]. Either experimental or theoretical

determination of interaction energy of salt-bridges shows that they

could either be stabilizing [26–29] or destabilizing [30–32].

Energy of salt-bridge can be partitioned into three component

terms such as columbic attraction of opposite charges, their

desolvation and background interactions. The first term is always

contributing and other two terms could either be contributing or

costly. The favorable charge-charge attraction within a salt-bridge

is often opposed by the unfavorable desolvation of charges and is

further modulated by charge-dipole interactions as well as by the

ionization behavior of nearby charge groups [31]. Thus the net

energy of a given salt-bridge could either be stabilizing [26–29] or

destabilizing [30–32] or insignificant [33] and the same are

entertained both in experimental or theoretical scenario. As far as

calculation of net energy of salt-bridge is concerned, computa-

tional procedure is advantageous over experimental Pka and

double mutation cycle methods, in that separation of direct and

indirect terms as well as pH and ionic strength variation are

possible for a given set of parameters and structural model of

proteins [29,31,34]. Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (PBE) is an ideal

continuum electrostatic descriptor for bimolecular system and thus

its solvers methods such as Delphi [24,25,28,29,31,35] and APBS

[36] are most popularly used.

Here we present results of systematic and extensive analysis of

involvement of acidic and basic residues in the formation of

monomeric and network salt-bridges and their contribution to

overall stability in the native state of proteins from a dataset of 20

high resolution (#1.4 Å) crystal structures from halophilic domain

possessing a total of 275 non-equivalent salt-bridges. Frequencies

of these salt-bridges for each of six pairing partners (such as Arg-

Asp, Arg-Glu, Lys-Asp, Lys-Glu, His-Asp and His-Glu) and their

presence in secondary structures are also been worked out. We

also report computation of different component energy terms

using APBS methods for: (a) determination of net contribution of

salt-bridges in halostability, (b) binary classification of sat-bridges

into stable or unstable exposed or buried, isolated or networked

and H-bonded or non-H-bonded categories and (c) establishing

correlation of average accessibility of salt-bridges with these energy

terms. Our present study shows details of salt-bridge energetic of

halophilic proteins, knowledge of which has potential implication

in comparative bioinformatics and protein engineering.

Results and Discussion

General characteristics of salt-bridges and its partners in
halophilic proteins

Halophilic proteins are reported to possess excess of negative

charges over basic residues that contribute to the overall stability

by non-specific electrostatic interactions [1,3,7,9,10,12,14,21].

However, such electrostatic interactions, which are saturated at

around 0.1M NaCl, was reported to make less contribution to the

overall stability of halophilic proteins [1]. Again lower content of

bulky hydrophobic residues [1,9] that are also present under low

water activity situation in saturated brine solution [37], hydro-

phobic force seems to have lower contribution to halostability.

Thus, arguably specific electrostatic interactions which are less

affected by the presence of multimolar salts [22] seem to have

major contribution to the stability of halophilic proteins. To the

best of our knowledge, details of involvement and contributions of

salt-bridges and their energetics using computational approach

involving crystallographic structures are absent. We therefore used

20 high resolution halophilic protein structures to understand salt-

bridge energetics using PBE solver methods [38].

Table 1 show acidic and basic residues extracted from 20

unique chains (i.e. A chain) of 20 crystal structures and their

participation in salt-bridge formation. Following points are

noteworthy from the table. Firstly, although normalized compo-

sition of acidic residue (19.76%) exceeds than that of basic residues

(11.09%), lower fraction of the former (27.58%) than the later

(40.3%) participates in salt-bridge formation. It is worth noting

here that acidic residues participate both in non-specific electro-

static as well as salt-bridge stability. However, these unequal

normalized frequencies of acidic and basic residues participating in

salt-bridge formation also indicate presence of network salt-

bridges. Secondly, among basic residues, Arg has higher abun-

dance and also contribute greater fraction of it for salt-bridge

formation. In turn Glu which has lower abundance than Asp,

contributes higher fraction in salt-bridge formation. The prefer-

ences of basic and acidic residues for salt-bridge formation as seen

above might have relation with their side chain structure, length,

relation to the stability of secondary structures and accessibility.

To check salt bridging partner’s positional distribution in

protein sequences, we have made grouped frequency distribution

plot of intervening residue distances for a class interval of 5 and the

same is plotted in figure 1. In this plot we have consider only first

100 residues for each of 20 proteins. Thus, the grouped frequency

for each class interval represents their value for the overlapping

region of 20 protein sequences. The plot shows that salt-bridging

acidic and basic residues when present closer in sequence tend to

form more number of salt-bridges. The frequency decreases with

increase in intervening residues between the bridging partners.

Our observation in context of halophilic proteins obtains the

similar pattern as was entertained earlier in the context of

mesophilic proteins [29]. This kind of coding pattern in relation to

specific electrostatic interactions which is seen in halophilic

(present study) and mesophilic cases [29] are reminiscent of

hierarchal protein folding [39,40].

In general, protein structure is more conserved than their

primary sequences. Secondary structure [41] which determines

protein topology is thus more conserved in evolution. Earlier

studies with salt-bridges showed that major fraction of these

residues are distributed in secondary structure region [29]. Are

salt-bridges conserved in halophiles? The question is justified as

halophilic proteins to adapt in extreme of salt solution, have to

pass through critical transition of evolution in relation to salt with

reference to its mesophilic counterparts. In this context we were
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interested to observe the distribution of salt-bridging candidates in

secondary structures. Main chain dihedral angles of salt-bridge

partners were extracted from energy minimized structures for all

20 halophilic proteins and plotted in figure 2. The plot shows the

distribution of dihedral angles (Q,y) for salt-bridge partners

occupying mostly the defined right handed a-helix (Ra), beeta

sheet (b) regions. About 78% of these residues fall in these

conserved regions of Ramachandran plot. Such secondary

structure specific distribution of salt-bridges not only indicates

that they are conserved in halophilic evolution but also highlights

their specific nature of interactions.

Table 2 shows frequency of all possible salt-bridge pairs such as

Lys-Asp, Lys-Glu, Arg-Asp, Arg-Glu, His-Asp and His-Glu. Arg

has highest pairing frequencies with both the acidic residues than

Lys and His. Again, in all cases of Asp and Glu, the later is used

more in number for formation of salt-bridges by basic residues. As

far as distribution of Arg mediated salt-bridges in the core and on

the surface is concerned, this residue is favored over Lys. The

difference in the proportions of Glu and Asp that are buried in the

protein interior is not so large. These facts are in line with earlier

observations [40].

Observations of all 275 salt-bridges of halophilic proteins
in our dataset

Salt-bridge is specific electrostatic interaction that contributes to

the overall stability of native state of proteins. The fact that

halophilic proteins are devoid of bulky hydrophobic residues [1]

and non-specific electrostatic interactions cause marginal stability;

specific electrostatic interactions which are less affected by the

presence of multi molar salt concentrations [22] are expected to

Table 1. Absolute and normalized frequency of total and salt-bridge forming acidic and basic residues as obtained from 20
halophilic proteins (see Materials and Methods).

Residues/class f d
t f d

t in% f d
sb f d

sbin% f R
sb in%

Arg 279 5.61 127 2.55 45.45

Lys 144 2.89 57 1.14 39.44

His 129 2.59 39 0.78 30.11

Basic 552 11.09 223 4.47 40.30

Asp 501 10.07 126 2.53 25.12

Glu 482 9.69 145 2.92 30.13

Acidic 983 19.76 271 5.45 27.58

Total 1535 30.85 494 9.92 32.16

f d
t : Residues absolute frequency in 20 protein chains in the database. f d

t in%: Percent frequency w.r.t. total residues (4975). f d
sb : Residues salt-bridge absolute frequency.

f d
sbin%: Percent salt-bridge frequency w.r.t total residues. f R

sb in%: Percent salt-bridge frequency w.r.t. corresponding salt-bridge forming residues. Total residues in 20

unique chains 4975.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.t001

Figure 1. Histogram showing the frequency of salt-bridges against intervening residues for first 100 residues from N-terminal
region of 20 halophilic proteins. This length is common for all proteins in our database.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.g001
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make effective contributions to the stabilization. We use APBS

methods along with our in-house automation for calculation of all

three associated energy terms (such as DDGdslv: desolvation,

DDGbrd: bridge and DDGprt: background) for finding net salt-

bridge energy (DDGtot i.e. sum of the above three component

terms). DDGdslv and DDGprt are indirect interaction terms of

which the former is an unfavorable term that originates due to

desolvation of charges during folding and the later is due to

interaction of charges could either be favorable or unfavorable.

DDGbrd is a direct term that always causes favorable contribution

due to interactions of charges in the folded state [29].

Heterogeneity in databases might affect statistical generality

[42], we therefore involved homogenous dataset of 275 salt-

bridges obtained strictly from extremely halophilic proteins. Our

observations suggest that halophilic proteins utilize more of

specific electrostatic interactions than mesophilic ones (that

includes prokaryotic and eukaryotic proteins) studied earlier [29]

in that in the former 275 salt-bridges from 20 proteins making on

average 13.8 salt-bridges per protein and in the later 222 salt-

bridges from 36 proteins making on average 6.2 salt-bridges per

protein.

Net salt-bridge energy, on average, is 23.0 (64.0) kcal mol21

which is contributed almost equally by bridge

(DDGbrd = 26.964.0 kcal mol21) and background

(DDGprt = 26.766.0 kcal mol21) energy terms and unfavored

by desolvation (DDGdslv = 10.666 kcal mol21) term (Table 3).

The average equal favorable contribution of both bridge and

background energy terms is contrasted by earlier observations

that, on average, background term (DDGprt = 23.964.0 kcal -

mol21) contributes only about half the value of bridge term

(DDGbrd = 26.364.0 kcal mol21) [29]. Overall, desolvation cost

is overbalanced by the sum of bridge and background terms.

To obtain more realistic view on energy contribution of 275

candidate salt brides, distribution of various energy terms are

shown in the Figure 3 (A through E). Almost symmetric

distribution of DDGtot term containing both stable and unstable

salt-bridges, majority of which are falling in the stabilizing zone

(DDGtot,0) with a maximum near zero from the negative side is

observed (figure 3A). Quantitatively 78% (213 of 275) of candidate

salt-bridges in our dataset contribute to stability and rest 22% (62

of 275) cause destabilization. Profiles of component energy terms

shows that the distribution of bridging (Figure 3C) and desolvation

Figure 2. Ramachandran plot of salt-bridge forming residues (27562). In this plot core region is outlined in blue and allowed region in red.
These boundary values are taken from Lovell et. al., 2003 [52].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.g002

Table 2. Frequency salt-bridges formed by each of six
possible pairs.

Residues Asp Glu

Lys 28 38

Arg 82 84

His 18 25

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.t002
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(Figure 3B) terms occupying stabilizing and destabilizing zone

respectively while the background term (Figure 3D) possesses both

stabilizing (major fraction) and destabilizing population of salt-

bridges. This would mean that both bridge and background term

act favorably and thus overcome unfavorable desolvation penalty

to make net salt-bridge energy stabilizing. The observation that

the background term i.e. DDGprt, which originates due to charge-

dipole interactions, contains both stabilizing (major fractions) and

destabilizing populations indicate it is most sensitive to protein

microenvironment among all component terms. An inspection of

these individual terms shows that only 4% (11 of 275) are

destabilizing with an average destabilization of 0.760.8 kcal -

mol21 which is much less (11.3% with an average destabilization

of 0.9 kcal mol21) than earlier observations [29].

This fact implore us to make closer look on 62 destable salt-

bridges in our dataset (see above) for all three component terms for

their nature of contribution (favorable or unfavorable) to net

stability. In this population both bridge and background terms are

still negative, except the above 11 background terms which are

positive. However, the magnitude of the negative values are far

weaker than stable cases (213 of 275) such that their collaborative

effect could not compensate the desolvation cost, indicating both

these two terms are responsive to protein environment. In

comparison to bridge term, background term seems to be more

sensitive to protein microenvironment as some of these values (11

individuals of 62 destable cases) are positive. However our

observation (mentioned above), unlike earlier one [29], that

overall contributions of these two energy terms to net stability are

seen to be almost equal (Table 3). As far as protein environment is

concerned, halophilic proteins possess unique design in that in

sequences polar as well as negatively charged residues dominate

over bulky hydrophobic residues [1] and in structures majority of

these residues are distributed on the surface [37]. In halophilic

proteins, lower content of bulky hydrophobic residues might

indicate mandatory more polar protein interior than their

mesophilic counterparts. Thus the context and composition of

such excessive charges and dipoles constitute local microenviron-

ment around individual salt-bridge partner which determine the

magnitude of their contribution to net stability. In our observa-

tions 107 instances of 275 salt-bridges where favorable contribu-

tion of background term exceed than that of bridge term for

overcoming desolvation penalty and thus making salt-bridges

stabilizing: an unique phenomena for halophilic proteins than

mesophilic ones [29].

To check relatedness among different energy terms with average

accessible surface area (ASAav), correlation plots are presented in

figure 4 (A through F) for all 275 candidate salt-bridges similar to

earlier studies [29,31]. DDGdslv, which is energy change due to

desolvation of salt-bridge partners due to folding, is linearly and

negatively correlated with ASAav (Figure 4 B).

The linear best fit of log of DDGdslv against ASAav could be

expressed by the equation:

log(DDGdslv)~{0:01ASAavz1:3

The fitted line has correlation coefficient 0.71 and RMSD 0.41

(INSET of Figure 4B). The linear correlation between DDGdslv

and ASAav with negative slope indicate transfer of salt-bridges into

the core of protein involve greater desolvation penalty.

The dependence of observed data of DDGbrd (bridge term),

DDGprt (background term) and DDGtot (net energy term) on

ASAav are shown in Figure 4: C, D and A respectively. Figure 4F

shows such dependence by fitted lines only (without the observed

data) for DDGbrd, DDGprt, DDGtot and DDGdslv (INSET of

Figure 4F). From the figure, it is apparent that DDGdslv is

negatively correlated (correlation coefficient r = 0.71) whereas both

bridge and background terms are positively correlated (r = 0.51

and r = 0.48 respectively) with ASAav. Again, the curve for

background term (blue line in Figure 4F) is seen to cross the bridge

term (red line) around 22% of ASAav, indicating its stronger effect

upon burial. However, such gain in energy upon burial of salt-

bridges which is seen in both background and bridge terms were

argued to be due to local environmental effect caused by linear

gradient of dielectric constant and charge screening on protein

surface (dielectric constant = 80) and in the interior (dielectric

constant = 4) [29]. The fact of lower linear dependence (low

correlation coefficient as above) of these two energy terms on

ASAav; stronger background than bridge term upon burial (DDG
more negative of ASAav,20%) and more importantly large spread

of individual salt-bridge energy of these terms against ASAav

(Figure 4 C and D) might indicate involvement of additional non-

linear factors. As mentioned above, local microenvironment of a

given salt-bridge could additionally and differentially be modulat-

ed by the presence of permanent dipoles (presence of peptide

bond, helix, and polar groups) and non-specific side chain charges

at neutral pH (not participating in salt-bridge) apart from the

above uniform effect of dielectric constant mediated charge

screening. In these aspects, the dependence of net energy term

on ASAav is very low (the correlation coefficient 0.07 pink lines

Figure 4F) might be due to combined effect of its component

terms.

Stabilizing and destabilizing salt-bridges
Our database contains 275 salt-bridges obtained from 20

halophilic enzymes and proteins, making it suitable for under-

standing salt-bridge energetics. In table 3, salt-bridge energy

classes (row: 1 to 5) are presented as buried or exposed (table 4)

and stable or unstable (table 5) formats. In our dataset a total of

213 (78%) out of 275 salt-bridges possess DDGtot,0, hence are

stable. This observation, like Kumar and Nussinov (1999) and

unlike Hendsch and Tidor (1994), shows majority of salt-bridges in

Table 3. Average energy terms in various salt-bridge
categories.

Energy terms in Kcal per Mol.

Salt-bridge class DDGdslv DDGbrd DDGprt DDGtot

1 All +10.5765.50 26.8864.10 26.6665.74 22.9664.06

2 Stable +10.9165.36 27.5463.92 27.7265.85 24.3563.47

Unstable +9.4165.81 24.6063.87 22.9963.34 +1.8261.50

3 Buried +14.8766.07 29.1464.69 29.8566.46 24.1364.39

Exposed +8.3463.51 25.7063.17 25.0064.50 22.3563.74

4 Isolated +9.2265.33 26.6664.13 23.8464.06 21.2862.91

Networked +12.2065.27 27.1464.05 210.365.63 24.9764.32

5 H-bonded +11.2465.32 27.8263.83 26.7965.66 23.3864.00

No H-bonds +7.4765.24 22.5061.81 26.0366.02 21.0463.74

All: whole dataset of 275 salt-bridges; Stable: 213 salt-bridges with
DDGtot,0 Kcal/mol; Unstable: 62 salt-bridges with DDGtot.0 Kcal/mol; Buried:
94 salt-bridges with average ASA of #20%; Exposed: 181 salt-bridges with
average ASA of .20%; Networked: 125 salt-bridges that participate in salt-
bridge networks; Isolated: 150 salt-bridges that do not form part of salt-bridge
networks; H-bonded: 226 salt-bridges containing at least one hydrogen bond
between side-chain charged groups; and Non H-bonded: 49 salt-bridges that
do not contain any hydrogen bond between their side-chain charged groups.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.t003
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our data set are stabilizing. The rest 62 (22%) salt-bridges are

destabilizing type (Table 5, row 4). The instability in this

population of salt-bridges are stemmed from the weaker contri-

butions of background (which is weak by about 4.8 kcal mol21)

and bridge energy terms (weak by about 3 kcal mol; Table 3) than

that of stable cases. Our observation is in line with earlier studies

involving mesophilic proteins [29].

How the buried and exposed salt-bridges contribute to the

stability of halophilic proteins? Table 5 (row 3) shows out of 213

(78% of total 275) stable salt-bridges, 36% (76 of 213) are buried

and remaining 64% are exposed. Similarly in unstable salt-bridges,

29% (18 of 62) are buried and remaining 71% are exposed.

Interestingly, buried stabilizing population of salt-bridges is higher

in our observations than observed in earlier study (present 36%;

earlier 29%) by Kumar and Nussinov (1999). Nevertheless, overall

distributions of buried and exposed salt-bridges under stable and

unstable categories remain the same as earlier [43]. With respect

to total buried (94 in Table 4), stable buried salt-bridges constitutes

81% (76 in 94) and remaining 19% are destabilizing type. At this

point it is worth noting that only a little fraction of total

destabilizing salt-bridges (18 of 62) are buried. In other words, of

all buried salt-bridges (94 in table 4) very little fractions are

destabilizing type (18 of 94). Statistical analyses of 275 salt-bridges

by APBS methods (present studies) and 222 salt-bridges from

mesophilic proteins by DELPHI software packages [29] show

identical observation that majority of buried salt-bridges are

stabilizing; are not in parallel with studies that involve selected salt-

bridges and model systems [31,44]. In this connection the contrast

Figure 3. Histogram showing distribution of 275 salt-bridges from 20 halophilic proteins extracted using SBION [53] as a function
of DDGtot Kcal Mol21 (A), DDGdslv Kcal Mol21 (B), DDGbrd Kcal Mol21 (C), DDGprt Kcal Mol21 (D) and ASAav (%) (E). Figure (A) through
(D), black bar indicates stabilizing (i.e. DDGtot,0) and red bar indicates destabilizing (i.e. DDGtot.0) salt-bridges. Figure (E) red bar (ASAav%#20)
indicates salt-bridges present in the core.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.g003
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was argued to be due to the use of selected dataset and inclusion of

ion-pairs with centroid distances greater than 4 Å [29].

Desolvation cost which was considered to be the sole factor for

making buried salt-bridges always unstable [31,44] may not be the

only criteria for salt-bridge instability. In our study, a total of 44

out of 62 (Table 5) unstable salt-bridges, a greater proportion than

burial ones (18 of 62), are seen to be exposed. How come destable

salt-bridge populations are more under exposed than buried

condition? Greater solvent mediated charge screening effect on

salt-bridge charges (that affects both bridge and background terms)

is apparent on the protein surface than in the solvent sequestered

protein interior [29]. Further under halophilic situation, protein

surface possess higher abundance of negative over positive

charges, polar uncharged side chains (i.e. dipoles) than protein

interior and thus unfavorable electrostatic interactions between

biased proximity of these charges with surface salt-bridges (affect

DDGbrd term); unfavorable charge-dipole interactions with

surface salt-bridges (affect DDGprt term) might cause reduction

of favorable contributions of bridge and background terms.

Additional factor that might contribute to buried salt-bridges

being more stable is network salt-bridges (see below). In contrast to

mesophilic situation [29], our dataset shows 50 of 76 total stable

buried salt-bridges are network type (table 4).

Figure 4. Analyses of correlation of ASAav (%) (X-axis) with DDGtot (A), DDGdslv(B), DDGbrd (C) and DDGprt (D) for 275 salt-bridges
from 20 halophilic proteins are presented. Correlation of accessibilities of individual salt-bridge partners is shown in E. Linear fit of logarithm of
DDGdslv and ASAav (%) along with fitting parameters (correlation co-efficient and RMSD) are shown in the INSET of B. Plot F shows fitted lines for
correlation of DDGprt (blue), DDGbrd (red) and DDGtot (pink) with ASAav (%) along with that for DDGdslv (in INSET of F).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.g004
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Buried and exposed salt-bridges
The location of salt-bridges in protein structure is determined

by average accessibility [45,46] of candidate salt-bridge partners,

using a probe radius of 1.4 Å. An average ASA of #20% indicates

the salt-bridge is in the core of protein otherwise exposed.

As far as contribution of buried salt-bridges is concerned, overall

experimental observations showed that buried salt-bridges could

be stabilizing, indifferent or mostly destabilizing [27,32,33,47,48].

Theoretical studies on buried salt-bridge also were shown to

contribute little to protein stability. Thus there arises an apparent

conflict about the contribution of buried salt-bridges: a point we

consider below based on our and others observations [29,43].

Computational analyses on salt-bridges in our dataset were

classified into buried and exposed categories (table 4). 94 (34%) out

of 275 salt-bridges are buried and rest 181 (66%) are exposed on

proteins surface (Table 4). The unfavorable desolvation cost of

these buried salt-bridges is indeed very high (i.e. 14.9 kcal mol21)

which is outweighed by joint effect of favorable bridge and

background energy terms (Table 3 row 3). Interestingly, the

favorable contribution of these two terms under buried condition

exceed by about 4 kcal mol21 than that under exposed condition

making buried salt-bridges, on average, more stable. The overall

stability of buried salt-bridges is seen to be 24.164.4 kcal mol21

and that for exposed ones is 22.463.7 kcal mol21 (Table 3 row

6). A similar observation was obtained in theoretical analyses

involving 222 salt-bridges from 36 monomeric proteins [29].

The apparent conflict of buried salt-bridges with higher average

net stability in our dataset that involve large population of

candidate salt-bridges could get reasonable resolution if we

consider the case on per protein basis. In studies with 38 protein

structures, it was concluded that, on average, there exist 5 salt-

bridges per 150 residues protein of which only 1 is under buried

condition [43]. Similarly studies based on 36 proteins, it was

shown that a total of 4 (222*150/9271) salt-bridges per 150

residues protein of which only 1 (55*150/9271) is under buried

condition. Applying the above scale, our study with 20 halophilic

proteins shows that a total of 8 (275*150/4975) salt-bridges per

150 residues protein with 3 (94*150/4975) under buried condition.

It is thus apparent that buried salt-bridges on per protein basis are

rare [43] in general. At this juncture it is worth noting that under

halophilic condition, specific electrostatic make dominant contri-

bution (78% and stable type) in that more number of salt-bridges

and grater fraction of it is present in the protein interior than

mesophilic ones. Such additional contribution of salt-bridges

seems to be important under halophilic situation to compensate

the deficit of low hydrophobic interactions [1].

However, unlike earlier studies [29] not all buried salt-bridges in

our database are stable type. Out of 94, 76 (81%) buried salt-

bridges are stable and that of 18 (19%) are unstable (table 4). In

other words, on average, out of 3 buried salt-bridges in a 150

residues halophilic protein 1 is unstable and this figure is expected

to be much narrower under mesophilic situation (see above). Thus

it is apparent that finding stable buried salt-bridges depends on

selection of i) type of protein and ii) candidate buried salt-bridge in

that protein. Again, selection of buried salt-bridges is mostly

limited due to the fact that it occurs in very low frequency in

proteins in general (see above). Like earlier ones [29,43], our study

on large database shows that obtaining stable buried salt-bridge is

purely context dependent.

How the buried salt-bridges overcome desolvation penalty and

gain higher net stability? Although buried salt-bridges suffers from

large desolvation penalty, entropic cost of localizing salt-bridges

partners in the protein interior is minimized [49] at the same time.

Hence buried salt-bridges are enthalpically favored. Again, in our

database out of 94 buried salt-bridges, 50 form networked

(Table 4). Under mesophilic condition, out of 66 buried salt-

bridges only 6 are networked [29] indicating extensive network

salt-bridges under halophilic situation. The fact that network salt-

bridges contribute greater net (Table 3) stability (25 kcal mol21)

and are mostly stable (85%; Table 5); halophilic situations seems to

utilize the extensive networking to overcome desolvation penalty

and thus to gain extra average net stability with buried salt-

bridges. Apart from the above effects other important factor that

might acts favorably, already noted above in the context of 275

salt-bridges, is the protein local microenvironments attributed with

differential distribution of charges and dipoles in the vicinity of

salt-bridges might modulate bridging and background terms to a

varying degree. Overall the observations of highly stable buried

salt-bridges indicate favorable contributions of these above factors.

Isolated and networked salt-bridges in halophilic
proteins

A salt-bridge between two oppositely charged residues is

considered to be networked if at least one of these charged

residues forms additional salt-bridge(s) with the other one(s).

Otherwise, the salt-bridge is considered to be isolated. In our

dataset, 125 of 275 (,46%) salt-bridges are network type of which

40 triads, 12 tetrads, 1 pentad and 1 hexad are observed. The

remaining 150 salt-bridges are isolated.

Table 4. Distribution of various salt-bridge classes under
buried and exposed categories. Number outside indicate
absolute count and percentage in parentheses.

Buried and exposed types in various salt bridge classes

Salt bridge classes Buried Exposed Total

1 All 94 (34.2%) 181 (65.8%) 275 (100%)

2 Stable 76 (35.7%) 137 (64.3%) 213(77.5%)

Unstable 18 (29.0%) 44 (71.0%) 62(22.5%)

3 Networked 50 (40.0%) 75 (60.0%) 125(45.5%)

Isolated 44 (29.3%) 106 (70.7%) 150(54.5%)

4 H-bonded 82 (36.3%) 144 (63.7%) 226(82.2%)

No H-bonds 12 (24.5%) 37 (79.5%) 49(17.8%)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.t004

Table 5. Distribution of various salt-bridge classes under
stable and unstable categories.

Stable and unstable types in various salt bridge classes

Salt bridge class Stable Unstable Total

1 All 213 (77.5%) 62 (22.5%) 275 (100%)

2 Buried 76 (80.9%) 18 (19.1%) 94(34.2%)

Exposed 137 (75.7%) 44 (24.3%) 181(65.8%)

3 Networked 106 (84.8%) 19(15.2%) 125(45.5%)

Isolated 107 (71.3%) 43 (28.7%) 150(54.5%)

4 H-bonded 186 (82.3%) 40 (17.7%) 226(82.2%)

No H-bonds 27 (55.1%) 22 (44.9%) 49(17.8%)

Number outside indicate absolute count and percentage in parentheses.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093862.t005
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Salt-bridges mainly confer stability to tertiary structure of

proteins [43]. However, their contribution to stability depends on

their location, geometry and interactions of bridge partner’s

vicinity with other side chains in proteins [50]. While isolated salt-

bridges provide marginal stabilization, network salt-bridges cause

cooperative stabilization. In comparison to mesophilic proteins, in

halophilic proteins higher level of network salt-bridges are

observed. Halophiles like thermophiles are extremophiles. Our

database shows 46% salt-bridges forming network and rest 54%

are isolated type (Table 5). Such extensive network salt-bridges in

halophilic proteins are not available with its mesophilic counter-

parts which form only 8% network salt-bridges [29] indicating

extremophilic design in halophiles. Table 4 shows 50 (40%) of 125

network salt-bridges are buried which is greater than even isolated

ones (29%). As far as stability is concerned, unlike mesophiles [29],

85% of network salt-bridges (106 out of 125, table 5) are stabilizing

type and rest 15% is marginally unstable. In isolated case (Table 5),

stable population constitutes 71% and that for unstable is 29%.

Overall the net stability of network salt-bridges is about 4 times

(Table 3) than that of isolated salt-bridges (network 24.97 kcal -

mol21 and Isolated 21.28 kcal mol21). Greater abundance and

cooperative nature of network salt-bridges [51] seems to have

greater significance under halophilic context. Sequence of

halophilic proteins contains extra negative charges [1,9] and in

structures these residues are largely present on protein surface

[37]. However, a sizable fraction of these excess charges are also

present in the protein core. Network and isolated salt-bridge

formation in protein core would satisfy these solvent sequestered

charge residues. The fact that network salt-bridges contribute to

higher stability and promote cooperative interactions among

charges, halophilic design seems to utilize advantage of these

interactions especially in their protein core such that obligatory

presences of extra charges are satisfied. However, unlike earlier

observation [43], the presence of destable population of network

salt-bridges (15%) is not fully clear (table 5 row 4). A closer look on

this population shows that lion’s share of desolvation cost is

balanced by bridge and background terms while making DDGtot

slightly positive. This phenomenon might indicate a trend towards

maintenance of local flexibility a prerequisite for functionality,

rather than stability and hence rigidity, is more critical.

Hydrogen bonded and non-hydrogen bonded salt-
bridges in halophilic protein

Salt-bridges in the dataset are also characterized based on their

association with hydrogen atom. A hydrogen-bonded salt-bridge is

identified by the presence of at least one pair of side-chain charged

group atoms, with opposite partial charges, within a 3.5 A [29]

distance. 226 out of 275 (82%, table 5) salt-bridges in our dataset

contain at least one side-chain to side-chain hydrogen bond.

A total of 226 out of 275 (82%) salt-bridges in our dataset

contain at least one hydrogen bond between bridging partner side-

chains. The remaining 49 salt-bridges are devoid of such bond

(Table 5). On average, the hydrogen bonded salt-bridges are more

stabilizing than non-hydrogen bonded salt-bridges in that net

energy gains (DDGtot) for the former is 23 kcal mol21 that for the

later is 21.0 kcal mol21 (table 3). The greater stability of H-

bonded population of salt-bridges indicates excess electrostatic

stabilization on salt-bridge self one. Similar net stabilizing effects

are also expected due to salt-bridge proximity to dipoles or charges

with modulation of component energy terms to some varying

degrees. Thus, hydrogen bonded salt-bridges (as well as charges

and dipole bonded ones) provides direct evidence for salt-bridges

sensitivity to its local environment. However, hydrogen bonded

salt-bridges have stronger bridge energy term than that of non-

hydrogen bonded ones. The average DDGbrd for the hydrogen

bonded salt-bridges is 28 kcal mol21, while that for the non-

hydrogen bonded salt-bridges is 23 kcal mol21 (Table 3). Like

network salt-bridges, H-bonded salt-bridges are distributed both in

the core and on the surface of proteins. A total of 82 out of 226

(36%) of the H-bonded salt-bridges are buried and 144 (64%) are

exposed (table 4). As far as stability is concerned, 82% (186 out of

226) H-bonded salt-bridges are stabilizing and remaining 18% are

destabilizing. Overall, formation of halophilic protein interior

which is lack of bulky hydrophobic residues are contributed

favorably both by network salt-bridge formation (see above) and

hydrogen bonded salt-bridges.

Conclusion

Our study with 275 salt-bridges from 20 halophilic proteins

shows that about 80% of salt-bridges are conserved and contribute

to halostability. In halophilic proteins, net salt-bridge energy is

23.0 kcal mol21 and hence stable which is favored almost equally

by bridge and background energy terms and disfavored by

desolvation term. Both the former component terms are affected

by factors: 1) dielectric constant of the medium and 2) local micro-

environment of charges and dipoles in the vicinity of salt-bridges.

While the former cause uniform modulation based on position of

salt-bridge from the surface to the core; the later vary with context

and composition of protein hence non-linear. Comparison

between bridge and background terms for their energy contribu-

tion to 275 salt-bridges, the former contains 213 highly stable and

62 less stable energy populations, the later include 213 highly

stable, 51 less stable and 11 unstable energy populations indicating

the background term is more sensitive to protein local micro-

environment. Specific polar nature of halophilic proteins over

mesophilic ones seems to contribute to both background and

bridge energy terms to overcome desolvation penalty and making

net salt-bridge energy favorable. Halophiles recruits, on average, 8

salt-bridges per 150 residues protein which is almost double than

that of mesophilic proteins. The fact that halophilic proteins have

lower content of bulky hydrophobic residues and under saturated

salt solution hydrophobic interactions but not the specific

electrostatic ones are severely affected due to low water activity

situation, additional salt-bridges compensates the deficit of

hydrophobic force. These proteins possess higher proportion of

buried salt-bridges than mesophiles and four-fifth of which are

stable. Extensive networked salt-bridges have been another

attribute of halophilic proteins of which 2/5 are found under

buried condition. Halophilic protein interior is relatively more

polar than their mesophilic counterpart, the cooperative net-

worked salt-bridges in this protein core are crucial not only to

overcome greater desolvation cost and thus making buried salt-

bridges stable but also to satisfy isolated charges. Similar to

networked salt-bridges hydrogen bonded salt-bridges also contrib-

ute to halostability. Under halophilic situation formation of protein

core with relatively more polar residues, buried networked and

hydrogen bonded salt-bridges play crucial role.

Materials and Methods

Dataset
We obtain 275 non-equivalent salt-bridges from 20 halophilic

proteins following the definition of salt-bridges [46]. Every protein

contains at least 50 residues. The three-dimensional structures of

these proteins have been solved by X-ray crystallography, whose

resolution is better than or equal to 1.4 Å and are available in the

protein data bank (PDB) [44]. The PDB identity codes of these 20
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halophilic proteins are 1DOI, 1ITK, 1MOG, 1MOJ, 1VDR,
2AZ3, 2IJQ, 2VWG, 2X98, 2ZUA, 3B73, 3CRJ, 3EEH,
3IFV, 3PUG, 3QTA, 3U1D, 4AF1, 4E19, 4JCO.

Salt-bridge extraction and categorization
A pair of oppositely charged residues (Asp or Glu with Arg, Lys

or His) forms ion pairs in native protein structures. An ion pair is

defined as a salt-bridge if they meet the following criteria: (i) The

centroids of the side chain charged groups in oppositely charged

residues lie within 4.0 Å of each other [43] and (ii) at least one pair

of Asp or Glu side-chain carboxyl oxygen atoms and side-chain

nitrogen atoms of Arg, Lys or His are within a 4.0 Å distance

[25,29]. The three-dimensional atomic coordinates of the charged

atoms participating in ion pairs have been extracted from their

respective PDB files. From the distances, ion pairs within 4 Å have

selected for constructing our dataset of 275 salt-bridges. Of the

observed salt-bridges, the percentage of individual basic and acidic

residues involved in salt-bridge formation was calculated. The salt-

bridge dataset is divided into several categories based on geometry

i.e. hydrogen bonded or non-hydrogen bonded, location in the

protein i.e. buried or solvent exposed and networking i.e.

networked or isolated.

Computation of continuum electrostatic energy
contributions by salt-bridges

Energy contribution due to electrostatic interactions in proteins

is computed using continuum electrostatics using APBS method-

ologies. PBE is a continuum description of electrostatics for

proteins. This method models the protein as a low dielectric

medium in which the charges of ionizable groups and the partial

charges of permanent dipoles are assigned to the corresponding

atoms according to the three-dimensional structures of the protein.

The solvent is represented as a high dielectric medium and mobile

ions are taken into account through the ionic strength. PB solver

such as APBS method [36] and Delphi software package

[24,25,28,29,31,35] are popularly used for finding salt-bridge

energies. Salt-bridge energy obtained by this in silico approach was

found to be consistent with experimental observations [32,41]. We

have followed the former procedure and model as devised by

Hendsch & Tidor, (1994) along with our in-house computational

automations for obtaining values of different energy terms

associated with salt-bridges. The electrostatic energy contribution

(DDGtot) can be decomposed into three different energy terms: (i)

DDGdslv is the energy difference caused by desolvation of charges.

It is an unfavorable term. (ii) DDGprt is the energy difference due to

background interactions of charge with permanent dipoles of the

peptide backbone, of helices, or of non-ionizable polar side chains.

(iii) DDGbrd is the favorable bridge energy term that represents the

electrostatic interaction between two charged residues side-chain

groups in the folded state of the protein. First two terms are

indirect and pH independent terms and the last one is direct and

pH dependent term.

The total electrostatic energy contribution to the salt-bridge

formation DDGtot is taken as sum of indirect and direct terms:

DDGtot~DDGdslvzDDGbrdzDDGprt

The electrostatic energy contribution to salt-bridge formation is

calculated relative to a mutation of its salt-bridging side-chains to

their hydrophobic isosteres. Hydrophobic isosteres are identical

with the charged residue side-chains, with the exception that their

partial atomic charges are set to zero. The energy minimization of

initial structures is carried out with 100 steps of steepest descent

followed by 500 steps of conjugate gradient using CHARMM

force field in the GROMACS software. This procedure improves

the accuracy of the continuum electrostatic calculations [45]. In

each case, all hydrogen atoms are added, the protonation state of

all charged residues are defined at pH 7.0, atomic radii and

charges are assigned according to CHARMM force field using the

program PDB2PQR [46]. Continuum electrostatic calculations

are performed with the APBS [38]. The linearised PBE is solved

on a 97697697 Å3 cubic grid box with finer grid spacing (0.5 Å

per grid step) using iterative finite-difference methods [42,43]. The

solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å is used to define the molecular

surface. The internal protein dielectric constant of 4.0 and the

external solvent dielectric constant of 76 are used for each

calculation. The ionic strength of 0.2M NaCl is used.

In each calculation, initially the molecule occupies 23% of the

grid and the Debye-Huckel boundary conditions are applied.

Results of this rough calculation are used as a boundary condition

for a focused calculation in which the molecule occupies 92% of

the grid. The results of the focused calculations are presented here.

APBS outputs the energy values in units of kT, where k is the

Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature. These values

are multiplied by a conversion factor of 0.592 to obtain the results

in units of kilo calories per mole (Kcal mol21) at room

temperature (25uC).

Database linking
PDB:1DOI, 1ITK, 1MOG, 1MOJ, 1VDR, 2AZ3, 2IJQ,

2VWG, 2X98, 2ZUA, 3B73, 3CRJ, 3EEH, 3IFV, 3PUG,
3QTA, 3U1D, 4AF1, 4E19, 4JCO.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Details of energetics of 275 salt-bridges from
20 extremely halophilic proteins. The table also shows

different salt-bridge classes (as in Table 3).

(XLSX)
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